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Innovation:
What Is Innovation, Anyway?

Innovation, Schminnovation

I have yet to meet the CEO who doesn’t love innovation. In fact, 

the way most senior executives talk, innovation is right up there 

with champagne, foie gras, and year- end bonuses. The problem 

with innovation— at least in the way most nincompoop leaders 

invoke it, as a prayerful but mysterious mantra— is that while 

everybody loves it and nods enthusiastically when they hear its 

name whispered seductively, most people have little understand-

ing of what innovation actually means.

In fact, when we hear syrupy words regarding innovation, 

they usually refer to a shiny new product or service that incorpo-

rates a major advance in technology— something like the Model 

T, or the iPhone, or maybe even the SpinBrush (the first low- cost, 

mass- market electric toothbrush). Innovations like these are excit-

ing, they’re game- changing, and they make for great magazine 
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Volpatt. “And I asked him for one favor. I asked him to make 

sure people knew about what we did.”

The customer raised his rating of Big Bottom Market on Yelp 

to five stars.45

And Big Bottom survived.

How far would you go to live with customers to find out what 

they really need?

More importantly, where do you think your customers will 

look for new value and innovation this year? And how will you 

offer it to them?

Anti- Nincompoopery Planning: Innovation

Remember This. Then Ask Yourself This!

Customers are more 
stressed than ever.

How can we make our customers’ lives 
simpler, happier, less stressed, and 
more productive by removing or solving 
multiple issues with a single solution?

Big Innovation Job #1

Leverage delivery and logistics 
for competitive advantage.

How can we use delivery and logistics to 
separate ourselves from the competition?

Big Innovation Job #2

Partner with customers by 
offering business expertise 
in creative new ways.

How difficult is our organization to work with?

How well do our management and 
information technology (IT) systems 
integrate with those of our customers?

What business expertise, even if not directly 
related to our product or service, can we offer?

Big Innovation Job #3

Incorporate data and information 
into your value proposition.

What information or new products might our 
customers use or buy, if we simply asked them?

Big Innovation Job #4

Offer value or solution bundles.
Where can we create new value by cutting our 
customer’s to- do list in half— solving two, three, 
or ten of their most irritating problems at once?
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Remember This. Then Ask Yourself This!

Big Customer Value Question #1

What do our customers and 
competitors think that they know 
about value in our industry, but 
is actually completely wrong?

What are the biases and received wisdom 
about customer value in our industry?

What great value, service, or innovations do 
our customers enjoy in unrelated industries that 
they wish we would replicate in our industry?

Big Customer Value Question #2

What problems do our customers 
experience in their everyday 
lives that we could solve, if 
only we knew about them?

How can we make sure that every employee— 
from CEO to frontline worker— spends at least 
some time with a customer at least once per year?
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Talent:
Who’s Going to Do All This Stuff?

Ah, Talent: How do we love thee? Let us count the ways:

1. You, our human capital, are our most precious asset! We 

remind you of this all the time, in newsletters and in our 

CEO’s speeches, because we know you like that sort of 

thing. We’re sensitive that way.

2. We also tell our customers that we graciously allow our 

most valuable assets (That’s you again, Talent!) to walk out 

the door each night, because customers like that touchy- 

feely side of us too. We don’t mention, of course, that we 

expect you to check your emails while you’re gone and to do 

the same amount of work, whether you’re on duty or not. 

For the same pay. Hey, it’s good that we miss you, right?

3. We’ve learned that you’re a little touchy about all the nin-

compoop bosses we’ve assigned to you, so we’re making 

up for it by officially relabeling you as “associates,” not 

employees. You’ll still have to salute Mr. Nincompoop, 
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of paper no longer needed) and bottom line (costs reduced 

by $280,000).43

• It also works for the smallest of companies, such as Waltham, 

Massachusetts- based A Yard & A Half Landscaping, where 

founder Eileen Michaels reviews the P&L statement in 

detail each month with eighteen employees (in both English 

and Spanish). Workers offer suggestions on how to improve 

efficiency and profits; small bonuses are awarded weekly to 

those who create new value for customers or the company.44 

The model works so well for A Yard & A Half, in fact, that 

the company was named one of Inc. magazine’s “Top Small 

Company Workplaces in 2010” (alongside the New York 

Jets and Patagonia, among others),45 and then became an 

employee- owned cooperative in 2014.46

How long can you afford (financially and emotionally) to 

keep managing everything by yourself?

More importantly, how will you find, train, educate, reward, 

and retain the best people to help you?

Anti- Nincompoopery Planning: Talent

Remember This. Then Ask Yourself This!

In decentralized management 
structures, with decision- 
making close to the customer, 
nothing matters more than 
how well our employees are 
trained, especially during what 
McKinsey & Company calls 
the “moment of truth.”47

How smart, creative, and reliable do 
you want your employees to be?
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Remember This. Then Ask Yourself This!

Big Talent Job #1

Hire well.
How will we evaluate the talent we have 
and find the new talent we need?

Big Talent Job #2

Train, train, train.
How many hours do we train each employee annually?

Do we train only for technical skills, or do we 
include other skills— communications, collaboration, 
improvement methodologies, etc.— that create 
great teams and a great work environment?

Big Talent Job #3

Get the hell out of the way.
How can we set up our employees in the 
right decentralized management structure, 
with the right training, and the right 
authority to make decisions (i.e., lots)?

Leading companies recruit for 
smarts, diligence, and caring.

How different would your company 
be with the right employees?

More importantly: What qualities 
would the right employees have?

Great companies build a Talent 
Machine, based on reflection and 
analysis, planning, and execution.

Who do we need?

How will we find, train, and deploy their skills?

How will we make sure that they’re 
successful throughout their careers?

Training matters, but culture 
and education matter more.

How will you create a culture in which 
employees are treated like partners, because 
information, decision- making, and the rewards 
of success are shared with them?
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Process:
Hey, Let’s Talk Process! Wait . . . 

Where Are You Going? Come Back!

Sad but true: there’s no faster way to clear space at a cocktail 

party than to announce, “Hey, we’re doing something really 

interesting at work to improve our processes with [insert one: 

Lean, Six Sigma, quality, ISO, theory of constraints].”

Which is too bad, because process is how you’ll actually profit 

from all the time, effort, and money you’ve invested in innovation 

and talent.

It’s not hard to understand why process gets a bad rap. After 

all, innovation is fun! (Who doesn’t want to get paid for thinking 

up crazy new stuff?) Talent is even more fun! (Who doesn’t want 

to work with smart, motivated, and kind human beings?)

But process, the hard work of figuring out how to make your 

products faster, cheaper, and higher quality or your service faster, 

cheaper, and less irritating . . . Well, really: process is pretty much 

the spinach or broccoli of the strategy world. Or Brussels sprouts. 
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Look at Your Company  
Through Your Customer’s Eyes

At MPI, we use a Process Flowchart graphic to show how processes 

typically fit together to create value (and profits) from a customer’s 

point of view:

Procurement

Logistics
Sales & 

Marketing

Research & 
Development

Administration

Production & 
Performance

Service & 
Support
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Value
Creation

Step 1

Value
Creation

Step 2

Value
Creation

Step 3

Line
Number

Value Creation
Step 1

Value Creation
Step 2

Value Creation
Step 3

1
Quality rate:
_____ percent

Quality rate:
_____ percent

Quality rate:
_____ percent

2
Quality plus (+)/
minus (- ) rating:
_____ percent

Quality plus (+)/
minus (- ) rating:
_____ percent

Quality plus (+)/
minus (- ) rating:
_____ percent

3
Process time:
_____ seconds/
minutes/hours/etc.

Process time:
_____ seconds/
minutes/hours/etc.

Process time:
_____ seconds/
minutes/hours/etc.

4
Process time plus 
(+)/minus (- ) rating:
_____ percent

Process time plus 
(+)/minus (- ) rating:
_____ percent

Process time plus 
(+)/minus (- ) rating:
_____ percent

5
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_____ seconds/ 
minutes/hours/etc.

Total time:
_____ seconds/ 
minutes/hours/etc.

6
Total time plus (+)/
minus (- ) rating:
_____ percent

Total time plus (+)/
minus (- ) rating:
_____ percent

Total time plus (+)/
minus (- ) rating:
_____ percent

7

Net value plus (+)/
minus (- ) rating 
(add lines 2, 4, 
and 6) = _____

Net value plus (+)/
minus (- ) rating 
(add lines 2, 4, 
and 6) = _____

Net value plus (+)/
minus (- ) rating 
(add lines 2, 4, 
and 6) = _____
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Anti- Nincompoopery Planning: Process

Remember This. Then Ask Yourself This!

Look at  
your company  
through your 
customer’s eyes.

Research & Development: How do we imagine, 
innovate, and design great new products and 
services that customers can’t wait to buy?

Procurement: How do we find and source all the 
materials, components, supplies, talent, and technology 
required to create great products and services?

Administration: How do we manage all the boring 
but incredibly important back- office stuff that allows 
for the creation of great products and services (i.e. 
finance, human resources, maintenance, etc.)?

Logistics: How do we coordinate shipments of all the 
stuff we procure to the right places (our offices, stores, 
plants, etc.), and then deliver great products and services 
to customers, with as little stress as possible?

Sales & Marketing: How do we make customers aware 
that we have great products and services, and then facilitate 
purchases in ways that create new value for customers?

Production & Performance: How do we build great 
products and services with quality and speed?

Service & Support: How do we stay with customers 
after the sale to make sure that great products and services 
do what they’re supposed to do, and make our customers’ 
businesses more profitable or their lives better?

Big Process Job #1

Fix or kill.

At which of the functions above are we terrible?

Can we change the process?

Can we change (improve or remove) the 
people managing the process?

Can we get rid of the process altogether, by finding 
someone else to do it for us (outsourcing)?

Can we quit the process altogether by exiting 
that product or service or process?
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Remember This. Then Ask Yourself This!

Big Process Job #2

Improve.

At which of the functions above are we 
okay or only sort- of- okay?

How can we improve the process, or least stop 
irritating our customers quite as much?

Big Process Job #3

Excel.

At which of the functions above are we great?

How did we get great at this process in the first place?

How can we become even greater?

Measure, measure, 
measure!

Do we have effective internal measures of our 
key process steps? How can we get them?

Are effective external comparison measures of our key 
process steps available? How can we get them?

If we can’t get effective external comparison 
measures of our key process steps, can we SWAG 
(Scientific Wild- Ass Guess) at them?

Validate, validate, 
validate.

Do our customers really value the process 
we’re about to improve?

Only you can prevent 
customer rage.

How will we handle inevitable screw- ups with customers?

What is our process for when things go wrong?

How can we leverage new technologies to help mitigate 
customer frustrations, and create customer delight?
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Getting Started:
Obstacles and Opportunities

If Avoiding Nincompoopery Is So Simple, 
Why Isn’t Everybody Doing It?

Let us begin with a philosophical inquiry into the existential 

nature of Nincompoopery. If, based on experience, we can assert 

the following:

a. Nincompoopery not only exists, but abounds, in our 

organizations and those of our competitors.

b. Therefore, if we can simply avoid or minimize 

Nincompoopery ourselves, we should be able to outwit 

our (still- nincompoopish) competitors and enjoy 

increasing market share and profits.

And yet we don’t.

Why?
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Anti- Nincompoopery Planning: You

Remember This. Then Ask Yourself This!

You can always find somebody 
to tell you you’re wrong.

Who on my team are members of:

The Woe is all of us club: Nothing will ever 
change, and you are just wasting your time.

The Woe is you club: You don’t know enough, 
you’ve only been here for X years, etc.

The Woe is change club: Okay, maybe 
that could work, and maybe I could even 
like that change, but . . . that would be 
hard. How could you/we ever do that?

Resistance to change is 
normal, and often healthy.

How can I create the conditions 
for change to be possible?

How can I design incentives that make 
people more likely to choose change?

How will I identify and remove those 
who actively sabotage change?

Big Requirement for Change #1

Security.

How will I communicate that the uncertain nature 
of change means that I will not be able to give 
everyone the answer they want now, which is 
how this will change their job in the future?

How will I remain empathetic while being 
clear, concise, and transparent?

How quickly can we make change happen?

Big Requirement for Change #2

Relationships.

How will I help my team manage the uncertainty 
that change brings into their lives?

How will I help them manage this uncertainty 
operationally, emotionally, and socially?

How can I create an environment in 
which employees can speak up, and 
feel heard and respected?
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Remember This. Then Ask Yourself This!

Big Requirement for Change #3

Meaning.

How will I outline a compelling need for 
change, and an equally compelling vision 
of what the future will look like?

What will the change be, what it will require, 
and what will the future state look like?

What are the values and principles by which we 
will live as change happens (such as transparency, 
inclusiveness, commitment to principles, etc.)?

The last and biggest obstacle 
to change is You.

Do I believe enough in myself to 
lead this change? If not, why?

You already know everything you 
need to know to be a leader.

What am I waiting for? Why?
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Nincompoopery 
Macro Trends:

Why Is It So Ridiculously Hard 

to Be a Leader These Days?

What Is Success?

Let’s start with this: character, goodwill, persistence, pluck, opti-

mism, and cheerfulness— along with a healthy dose of luck— will 

go a long way toward making you a personal success. Many a 

silver- haired executive has risen to the top based on a dazzling 

smile and a pleasant disposition, even if he wasn’t the best or 

brightest (in other words, he was a nincompoop). As Justice 

Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr. said of President Theodore Roosevelt: 

“A second- class intellect, but a first- class temperament.”1

Yet personal success is not the same as leading and inspiring 

organizational success. We all know nincompoops, ninnies, and 
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Anti- Nincompoopery Planning: Why Is It So 
Ridiculously Hard to Be a Leader These Days?

Remember This. Then Ask Yourself This!

Big Leadership Trend #1

We are in the middle of a very 
long, very strange economic 
recovery that has fundamentally 
altered the psychological 
outlook of business leaders.

Is our team or company averse to risk or change?

Is our team or company ready to manage 
in an era of accelerating change— when 
new ideas and business models can emerge 
quickly from anywhere around the globe, 
undermining established market positions?

Big Leadership Trend #2

A data- fueled productivity explosion 
has profoundly impacted labor 
markets and employees.

Have we found and trained employees 
who can assimilate, interpret, and act upon 
a continuous flow of information?

Which regions and markets will innovations in 
data- fueled productivity allow us to enter?

Are we leveraging technology 
to optimize profitability?

Big Leadership Trend #3

Workforce demographics are rapidly 
changing, thanks to improved 
health care and longevity.

How will we find the talent we need as baby 
boomers retire and skills shortages increase?

How will we find, train, compensate, and retain the 
best talent— regardless of age, color, or gender?

Big Leadership Trend #4

Employees have different 
expectations for how their 
work lives are structured and 
managed in a digital era.

How will we create a productive environment 
with healthy boundaries and balance between 
employees’ work and personal lives?

How will we make sure technology improves 
focus, creativity, and productivity?

How can we leverage social media to 
connect meaningfully with employees, 
customers, and other stakeholders?

Big Leadership Trend #5

These economic and social trends 
have also led to fundamental 
changes in the social contract 
between employers and employees.

If we can no longer offer lifetime employment 
and pensions, what can we offer as a 
new social contract to employees?

How can we become an employer of choice?

Which specific programs could benefit both 
employees and our company (e.g., training, tuition 
reimbursement, formal mentorship programs)?
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Remember This. Then Ask Yourself This!

Big Leadership Trend #6

A rapid increase in official and 
de facto regulations across 
international, national, and regional 
jurisdictions in recent years has 
significantly complicated leadership.

How will we manage the increasing complexity 
and cost of compliance with official and de 
facto rules, regulations, and requirements?

How will we ensure that our company meets not 
only explicit regulatory requirements but implicit 
moral and reputational requirements too?
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